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This presentation: 
bit.ly/dockerizing-dracor



Reproducibility as a 
Challenge for CLS



A reproducibility problem

"The humanities have a 'reproducibility' problem"
O’Sullivan 2019

“ …some serious and relevant challenges for the field of CLS: 
notably, the difficulty to reproduce work in this field, starting with 
issues of access to data and code, but also concerning questions 
of lacking reporting standards, limited scholarly recognition, and 
missing community commitment and capacity that would all be 
needed to foster a culture of [Repetitive Research] in 
[Computational Literary Studies] and beyond.”

Schöch [Preprint] 2023

https://talkinghumanities.blogs.sas.ac.uk/2019/07/09/the-humanities-have-a-reproducibility-problem/
https://doi.org/10.21203/rs.3.rs-2657846/v1
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CLS INFRA

■ Community and research project “CLS INRA. Computational 
Literary Infrastructure”, funded by European Union’s Horizon 
2020 research and innovation programme

■ Work Package 7: “Building the Ecosystem of and for 
Programmable Corpora”, 

• Cf. the report Börner, Trilcke et al. (2023): “On Programmable 
Corpora”: “… corpora that expose an open, transparently 
documented and (at least partly) research-driven API to make texts 
machine-actionable.”

https://clsinfra.io/
https://clsinfra.io/
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7664964
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7664964


CLS INFRA

■ Currently working on Task 7.3: “Technical stability of APIs (and 
Programmable Corpora) for versioning and reproducibility” 

■ Focus: replication (of research)
■ " … the term replication (of research) designates practices of 

[Repetitive Research] in which the research question, the 
dataset and the method of analysis of the repeating study are 
all identical to the original study." (Schöch [Preprint] 2023: 14)

■ "The requirements for enabling replication (of research) are 
quite high, as the complete dataset and all code need to be 
available in a form that allows running the code without 
modifications or re-implementations." (Schöch [Preprint] 2023: 
15)

https://doi.org/10.21203/rs.3.rs-2657846/v1
https://doi.org/10.21203/rs.3.rs-2657846/v1


Our Approach: Dockerizing DraCor

■ Inspired by the concept of research artifacts from computer 
science (cf. e.g. Arvan et al. 2022: 2351-2352)

■ Based on DraCor (Drama Corpora Plattform)

■ Self-set Challenge: Make 
the study Trilcke et al. 
[Preprint, 2022] “Detecting 
Small Worlds in a Corpus 
of Thousands of Theater 
Plays” replicable. 

https://aclanthology.org/2022.emnlp-main.150
https://dracor.org/
https://github.com/dracor-org/small-world-paper/blob/conference-version/Detecting_Small_World_Networks__in_a_Huge_Multilingual_Corpus_of_Theater_Plays.pdf
https://github.com/dracor-org/small-world-paper/blob/conference-version/Detecting_Small_World_Networks__in_a_Huge_Multilingual_Corpus_of_Theater_Plays.pdf
https://github.com/dracor-org/small-world-paper/blob/conference-version/Detecting_Small_World_Networks__in_a_Huge_Multilingual_Corpus_of_Theater_Plays.pdf
https://github.com/dracor-org/small-world-paper/blob/conference-version/Detecting_Small_World_Networks__in_a_Huge_Multilingual_Corpus_of_Theater_Plays.pdf
https://github.com/dracor-org/small-world-paper/blob/conference-version/Detecting_Small_World_Networks__in_a_Huge_Multilingual_Corpus_of_Theater_Plays.pdf


Using Docker to Enhance 
Reproducibility



Advantages of Docker in IT / “DevOps”

■ streamline 
communication processes 
between Development 
(“Dev”) and Operations 
(“Ops”) Teams

■ software dependencies 
are handled by 
developers – provide 
run-able apps



Key Components of Docker

■ Dockerfile: Text file (YAML) defines steps how to create 
an image.

■ Docker Image: contains instructions for creating a 
container; built on top of other images

■ Docker Container: running instance of an image

■ Docker compose file: defines system consisting of 
multiple services run as containers in a single YAML file



From DevOps to CLS Research

“You are free to use the code for your own purposes or to try 
to reproduce the results I put forth here. I make no claims to 
elegance in programming, but I am confident that the scripts 
work, at least as of today. Durability has taken on a new 
scale of meaning when seen against the long timescales of 
bibliographic preservation.” (Piper. Enumerations, xii)



Use Case:
“Small World” study in 
containers



Study on “Detecting Small Worlds in a 
Corpus of Thousands of Theater Plays”

Study: Trilcke et al. [Preprint, 2022] 
“Detecting Small Worlds in a Corpus of 
Thousands of Theater Plays” 

■ based on a Very Big Drama Corpus 
(“VeBiDraCor”) of approx. 3.000 
plays, 

■ analyzed with an R script fetching 
data from a locally running DraCor 
API

stabilize not only the ”data” – the ‘living’ 
DraCor corpora – but all necessary 
infrastructural components: DraCor API, 
Research Environment (RStudio)

GitHub Repository of the Study

https://github.com/dracor-org/small-world-paper/blob/conference-version/Detecting_Small_World_Networks__in_a_Huge_Multilingual_Corpus_of_Theater_Plays.pdf
https://github.com/dracor-org/small-world-paper/blob/conference-version/Detecting_Small_World_Networks__in_a_Huge_Multilingual_Corpus_of_Theater_Plays.pdf
https://github.com/dracor-org/small-world-paper/blob/conference-version/Detecting_Small_World_Networks__in_a_Huge_Multilingual_Corpus_of_Theater_Plays.pdf
https://github.com/dracor-org/small-world-paper/tree/publication-version
https://github.com/dracor-org/small-world-paper/tree/publication-version


Overview DraCor 
system 
components



Docker images of 
DraCor Core 
Services 
[DockerHub]

https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/dracor/dracor-metrics/general
https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/dracor/dracor-frontend/general
https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/dracor/dracor-fuseki/general
https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/dracor/dracor-api/general
https://hub.docker.com/u/dracor


VeBiDraCor – A Very Big Drama Corpus

https://github.com/dracor-org/vebidracor

https://github.com/dracor-org/vebidracor
https://github.com/dracor-org/vebidracor/blob/3c3495d6b9434913687348435a341f781413304d/vebidracor-workflow.ipynb


From Corpus-Container to Image: 
docker commit 

https://github.com/dracor-org/vebidracor/blob/3c3495d6b9434913687348435a341f781413304d/vebidracor-workflow.ipynb


VeBiDraCor Docker Image

https://hub.docker.com/r/ingoboerner/vebidracor-api


Dockerizing Research Environment
(RStudio Image)

https://github.com/dracor-org/small-world-paper/blob/5622479f8649be81e3fa50bf8cc9ce5d3d44da5d/Dockerfile
https://hub.docker.com/r/ingoboerner/smallworld-rstudio
https://rocker-project.org/


Docker Compose Files

Docker compose files allow to recreate

■ pre-analysis state

■ post-analysis state

Single command to start infrastructure:
docker compose -f 
docker-compose.post.yml up

https://github.com/dracor-org/small-world-paper/blob/5622479f8649be81e3fa50bf8cc9ce5d3d44da5d/docker-compose.pre.yml
https://github.com/dracor-org/small-world-paper/blob/5622479f8649be81e3fa50bf8cc9ce5d3d44da5d/docker-compose.pre.yml


Outlook:
StableDraCor Client



StableDraCor Client

https://github.com/dracor-org/stabledracor

https://github.com/dracor-org/stabledracor
https://github.com/dracor-org/stabledracor


Official Docker Desktop app to manage 
images and containers [Download]

Initialize a StableDraCor instance 
(Demo in Jupyter notebook)

https://www.docker.com/products/docker-desktop/


Running containers from 
within the client

use one single command [run()] to fetch images 
based on a default Docker compose file and start containers

https://github.com/dracor-org/stabledracor/blob/master/configurations/compose.fullstack.empty.yml


DraCor frontend container and 
API are exposed at 
http://localhost:8088

no corpora are pre-loaded

http://localhost:8088


Copy Corpus from dracor.org

https://dracor.org/tat


Create a corpus from a local folder



Custom corpus 
(from several sources – like VeBiDraCor)



Adding plays from a Github Repository

Add the plays from Tatar Drama Corpus 
to the “multi” corpus in the local instance

https://github.com/dracor-org/tatdracor




Manifest documenting system and 
corpora loaded

https://github.com/dracor-org/tatdracor/commit/5c71364f39f6533baa3a2e04217fd39e0898c851


Create image



Extract Docker Object Labels from 
Docker Image

Manifest data converted to labels in 
org.dracor.stable-dracor.* namespace 



Manifest <> Image Labels



StableDraCor Client

https://github.com/dracor-org/stabledracor

https://github.com/dracor-org/stabledracor
https://github.com/dracor-org/stabledracor


THANK 
YOU
ingo.boerner@uni-potsdam.de
trilcke@uni-potsdam.de


